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Round is designed to tumble in the target. Is not available as hollow points and is already armor piercing
ammo [ 2] Normal 9 x 21 mm SP ammo is armor piercing. Conventional ammo could be developed for
weapon. Optional Rules for Types of Ammo: This extra damage applies only on soft targets. These rounds
have a penalty of -6 for pistols rounds and -2 for rifles rounds against the A. This can also be applied to beings
that have natural body armor. These rounds can do massive damage to a target but have almost non existent
penetration. The extra damage applies only on soft targets. These rounds have a penalty of -8 against the A.
These rounds are designed to penetrate body armor and cover. However, these rounds do less damage to the
target than a normal round. For gaming purposes, take one point of damage away for every 1D6 of potential
damage that the weapon does. Special shotgun shell filled with small dart shaped projectiles. Typically about
20 Flechettes are in a 12 gauge shot gun shell. These rounds have the same effect as buck shot at close range
but are effective at penetrating materials. Shotgun slugs with a steel face for better penetration of targets. Used
for Marking and produce a powerful flare for signaling. Used directly on a target and has range of about 20
feet 6. Teargas blinds opponents for 4D4 minutes No saving throw and gives -6 to strike, parry, and dodge.
Shotgun rounds designed to penetrate to the other side of a door or wall and then release tear gas. Will work
on non reinforced walls and doors but not reinforced doors and walls. After penetrating, teargas has a range of
about 10 feet 3 meters. If used directly on a target, round inflicts half normal damage. Most grenades require
approximately 40 feet Before then, the grenade inflicts only impact damage. Impact damage is 2D4 S.
Shotgun and Flechettes style grenades are just like very large shotgun shells and follow standard rules for
shotgun shells. Grenade inflicts 3D4x10 S. Designed to have the ability to penetrate through 2 inches 5 cm of
when fired straight at steel armor. Grenade Launcher - CS round: Mainly meant for Riot Control situations.
The Grenade produces a white cloud of CS gas on impact. CS Gas cloud has a radius of about 20 feet 6. CS
Gas blinds opponents for 4D4 minutes No saving throw and gives -6 to strike, parry, and dodge. Grenade
Launcher - Star parachute round: It is used for illumination and signals and is lighter and more accurate than
comparable hand-held signal rounds. The parachute attached to the round deploys upon ejection to lower the
candle at 7 feet per second. The candle burns for about 40 seconds and illuminates a foot meter radius.
Grenade Launcher - Ground marker round Smoke: This round is used for aerial identification and for marking
the location of soldiers on the ground. Produces a cloud of smoke with a radius of about 20 feet 6. Grenade
Launcher - Shotgun Shell: Grenade Launcher - Flechette: Special shotgun style shell filled with small dart
shaped projectiles.
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The Compendium of Contemporary Weapons. For use with ANY game system. Hundreds of weapons! Complete with
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Palladium was also one of the major distributors of Robotech merchandise for several years. This license was
discontinued in Palladium claims that it was the first publisher in the RPG industry to adopt the practice of
perfect binding its books, a move that has since been emulated by many other companies. This format choice
has allowed Palladium to provide full sourcebooks at a lower cost than many other game lines. Although
Palladium did not establish the use of universal game mechanics , it was one of the first companies to
successfully create role-playing games in multiple genres; for this reason, its house system may be described
as " Megaversal " â€” "not universal, but more than just one world. Only one book has ever been published by
another company under license from Palladium: Manhunter from Myrmidon Press, released December
Palladium cancelled the license in May In October , Rifts was licensed to the now defunct Precedence
Entertainment for a collectible card game. In May , Rifts was licensed to create the Rifts: Promise of Power
video game for the failed Nokia N-Gage gaming platform. At the time, Bruckheimer was said to be developing
the movie in conjunction with screenwriter David Franzoni. It also provided more information about the
thefts, which took place from to and were only discovered when Palladium took inventory. He explained that
the heaviest punishment Sheiring had been likely to receive even without the plea bargain was probation.
Siembieda had a choice between getting any amount of settlement money at all to pay critical bills, or
spending more time and money to attempt to get his " pound of flesh " from a man who was reportedly broke
anyway. This period of financial instability became referred to by Siembieda as the "Crisis of Treachery" in
keeping with his stance that the root cause of the difficulties was the embezzlement perpetrated by Sheiring.
Criticisms[ edit ] Palladium is entirely controlled and owned by Kevin Siembieda. Kevin Siembieda and
Palladium Books attributed these shifting dates to a number of unforeseen issues including Chinese New Year
causing production to start later than expected. On September 25, , Update echoed the intention of a holiday
release and promised Kickstarter backers receipt of product prior to retail distribution. There were six cargo
ships containing backer rewards, as indicated in Update to Kickstarter backers. Some backers perceived the
update implied the second wave of items were nearing production. Citing no specific dates however,
Palladium estimated mid to late October as the general time Kick Starter rewards would be available for
delivery to backers. On July 14, Palladium Books issued a plea to backers seeking permission to sell any
available copies of Robotech RPG Tactics to attendees of Gen Con , a perceived divergence from an earlier
promise to make copies unavailable to the public until backer rewards were fully delivered. A few hundred of
six items: I implore you to say "yes. Anyone who does NOT respond by July 21st [], we will consider to be a
"yes". Several days before Gen Con, Palladium Books received word the shipping containers containing
Robotech RPG Tactics had been tagged for inspection by US Customs subsequently blocking any opportunity
to take the game to Gen Con and further delaying shipment to backers, projected at the time to early to
mid-September for US residents. International backers had not received their backer rewards prior to April nor
had report of backer rewards shipping outside of the US been made my Palladium Books, despite reports of
Robotech RPG Tactics boxed-sets appearing in shops outside the United States. International backers
receiving items mid April At Gen Con , an attendee received one unopened core box game used for display at
Gen Con and recorded an unboxing video of Robotech RPG Tactics to allow backers to see the final
production quality. Notably, included game pieces were missing paint, paper materials used to play the game
were missing altogether from all units shipped, game pieces contained manufacturing errors such as injection
mold seams and pitted surfaces, and assembly instructions were vague or inaccurate with context to materials
shown to backers throughout the Kickstarter Campaign. In Update to Kickstarter backers, Palladium books
issued a brief apology to backers and fans, "Oh, and we only recently realized that the plastic blast template is
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not painted, and it is too late to do anything about it now. This detail slipped past all of us â€” Palladium,
Ninja Division, the factory, everyone. It still looks great, is a quality piece of plastic and is easy to use.
However, in January Kevin released a statement on the KickStarter project page remaining silent regarding the
second portion of backer rewards: As I have stated, for strategic and business reasons we have been unable to
share with you everything Palladium has been exploring, considering and working on. As you know, one of
the things we have been doing is looking into and considering possible ways to reduce part counts and make
the game pieces easier to put together. As we get into actual production and manufacturing for Wave Two this
year, we will share plenty with you. Considering all the delays and frustration of the past, we do not want to
even speculate on release dates and other details until we have hard, solid information we are confident with
ourselves. Currently the Better Business Bureau has 14 complaints directed toward Palladium Books from
July through February , one of which is a complaint with no response. The also required that Backers who
wished to receive Wave 1 items in lieu of Wave 2 pay the shipping to their location in advance [24] as well as
renouncing any and all legal claims against Palladium Books. A certain number of backers requested cash
refunds as per the Terms of Services signed by Palladium Books at the time of the launch [26] and their
position in Kevin Siembieda, owner of Palladium Books went on to announce on their kickstarter page:
Conversions[ edit ] Palladium is aggressive in preventing wide distribution of fan-made conversions of their
games to other systems such as the D20 System , and also strongly discourages converting the intellectual
property of others into their system; while they cannot prevent it, doing so is not allowed in venues owned by
Palladium Books. Palladium also routinely threatens legal action against fans who distribute conversions in
other venues by issuance of cease and desist orders. In it, mutant animals struggle for survival, often against
human supremacist nations. An incomplete second edition core rulebook was released in January , with more
information about the world, which is assumed to be similar to the real world, but with supernatural
happenings which no one notices. Rifts Chaos Earth , a prequel to Rifts, set immediately after a war that
triggers a magical apocalypse, opening dimensional gates that unleash monsters upon a technologically
advanced future Earth. Dead Reign , a post-apocalyptic RPG where mankind is waging war on a zombie
menace. Macross II , based on the anime of the same name. The license has lapsed and was not renewed. The
Mechanoid Invasion , a science fiction RPG set during the battle between human colonists and the
Mechanoids, a race of psionic , cybernetic beings who wish to exterminate humanoid life. Nightbane formerly
called Nightspawn , is a horror RPG set in the year a near-future setting when the game was released. It differs
from Beyond the Supernatural in that the supernatural elements are not as hidden and more open. The series is
placed after "Dark Day", an event where the earth was plunged into an unnatural, starless night for 24 hours,
and supernatural entities infiltrated or subverted various governments and organizations across the globe. Rifts
is set primarily on Earth, three hundred years after a war-triggered magical apocalypse, opening dimensional
gateways and heralding the return of magic, Atlantis, and numerous invasions by alien forces. Robotech ,
based on the anime series of the same name. The original Robotech license began in and lapsed in In
Palladium reacquired the license and published The Shadow Chronicles in The license for all Robotech
merchandise ended in March Splicers is a post-apocalyptic RPG where humans have turned to organic
technology to fight a robotic threat. Systems Failure is a post-apocalyptic game in which the Y2K bug
heralded the collapse of the power and telecommunications grids with the arrival of extra dimensional energy
"bugs". However, due to waning sales blamed on the childish nature of the original television cartoon , the
license was not renewed when it expired in
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I guess the Cyberpunk researchers came to different conclusions from the Book of Contemporary Weapons
researchers. Since there' s a lot more weapons in the Book of Contemporary weapons it would probably be easiest to
just scrap the Cyberpunk damage ratings and group 1d6 and 1d8 together in 1d6.
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Palladium Weapon Series Contents[show] Synopsis A super-sourcebook for all game systems The ultimate weapons
reference! Suitable for use with all role-playing games of modern combat, from military to superheroes.
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